
How does Nerivio work?
Nerivio® is a remote electrical neurostimulator 
(REN) which works by applying an electrical signal 
to sensory nerves in the arm to activate one of your 
body’s natural pain regulation mechanisms called 
Conditioned Pain Modulation (CPM).                                       

What is Nerivio?
Nerivio is an FDA cleared,  drug-free, non-invasive 
neuromodulation device for the acute treatment 
of migraine that may be used alone or with other           
migraine treatments.

Is Nerivio effective?
2/3 of patients found relief from their migraine
pain at 2 hours post treatment**

Is Nerivio safe?
Nerivio is well tolerated 96.4% of patients studied         
did not report any device related side effects**
.

Here is how to get Nerivio 

Answer these questions and print this page to share with your doctor to see if Nerivio 
may be right for you.

 1.  https://americanmigrainefoundation.org/resource-library/veterans-and-migraine/

INDICATION FOR USE: Nerivio is indicated for acute treatment of migraine with or without aura in patients 12 years of age or older. It is a 
prescription use, self-administered device for use in the home environment at the onset of migraine headache or aura.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION: Nerivio should not be used by people with congestive heart failure, severe cardiac or cerebrovascular 
disease, or uncontrolled epilepsy. Nerivio should not be used by anyone with active implantable medical devices (e.g. pacemaker, hearing aid 
implant). It should only be applied on the upper arm over dry, healthy skin with normal physical sensation and without any metallic implants 
or in proximity to cancerous lesions. Nerivio has not been evaluated in pregnancy or those under the age of 12. For full use instructions and 

For more information on Nerivio® please visit www.nerivio.com
Nerivio® customer support: Nerivio® Cares 1-937--NERIVIO (937-637-4846) | support@nerivio.com

How often do you achieve satisfactory              
pain relief?

How often do your headaches affect your           
daily routine?

What do you currently use to treat                              
your migraines? 

 Over the counter meds                          
 Prescription meds
 Alternative treatments (drug-free)     
 Other/None

What side effects do you experience with        
your current medications?

                          Dizziness                              Drowsiness         
      Nausea                                  Chest pain/heaviness         
                          Dry mouth                           Tiredness         
     Other                                     None         

                                 Never                  
Occasionally         
Frequently         
Always         

                                 Never                  
Occasionally         
Frequently         
Always         

Nerivio Doctor Discussion Guide

 The Department of Veterans Affairs reports that veterans are more likely to experience migraine than
 civilians.  About 36% of U.S. veterans who served a one-year deployment to Iraq were diagnosed with
migraine or showed signs of migraine.1


